Medline search
April 6th 2009
514 papers identified
415 rejected from examination of abstracts
99 papers examined
34 papers accepted, describing 20 studies
65 papers rejected (Reason 2: 2, R3: 3, R4: 1, R5: 2, R6: 3, R7: 10, R8: 2, R9: 3, R10: 39)

From review by Willems et al (2004)
11 new papers examined
9 new papers accepted
6 new studies identified
2 new papers rejected (R7: 1, R10: 1)

From review by IARC (2007)
14 new papers examined
3 new papers accepted
0 new studies identified
11 new papers rejected (R1: 4, R5: 1, R6: 1, R7: 4, R10: 1)

From literature review by Thornton
16 new papers examined
6 new papers accepted
5 new studies identified
10 new papers rejected (R3: 3, R6: 2, R10: 5)

From secondary references of accepted papers
103 new papers examined
43 new papers accepted
15 new studies identified
60 new papers rejected (R2: 7, R3: 6, R5: 2, R6: 8, R7: 3, R8: 2, R9: 2, R10: 30)

Updating MedLine search to June 30th 2010
8 new papers examined
1 new paper accepted
1 new study identified
7 new papers rejected (R5: 1, R10: 6)

Further secondary references of newly accepted papers
9 new papers examined
0 new papers accepted
0 new studies identified
9 new papers rejected (R5: 1, R10: 8)

Overall summary
260 papers examined
96 papers accepted
47 studies identified
164 papers rejected (R1: 4, R2: 9, R3: 12, R4: 1, R5: 7, R6: 14, R7: 18, R8: 4, R9: 5, R10: 90)